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Abstract
The number of new built or upgraded marinas for nautical tourism
has increased in the last ten years on the Adriatic coast in the Republic of Croatia. The need for a better-quality tourist product,
i.e., tourists who are said to have higher spending capacity is often
mentioned as an argument for these investments. Planning and constructing ports
in smaller cores often provoke tensions between the interests of investors, local
governments, local population, and the experts, responsible for safeguarding and
conservation of cultural property. Here we will present the issues caused by plans to
construct a nautical marina in the protected area of the old town of Sv. Filip i Jakov
in Zadar County. This paper will focus on the conflict between the local community, represented by the civic initiative “Za Rivu”, supported by the Conservation
Institute at the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia, on one side, and the
local government and the private investors and their plans to build a marina in the
old town of Sv. Filip i Jakov in Zadar County, on the other..
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Introduction
Urban sprawl occurs when urban structures spread into the coastline of urban
areas. This type of spatial development is often claimed to have major negative
impacts on the environment, the social structure of an area and its economy (Samarüütel, Selving, Holt-Jensen 2010:152). Coastal zones in the Mediterranean
region being important areas for human habitation and a range of economic activities through the centuries, constitute exemplary cases of heavily affected territories in terms of urbanization processes that can be hardly assimilated by the
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coastal ecosystems (Lagarias-Stratigea 2021:76). Socio-economic processes in
coastal zones, however, usually result in spatial conflicts and pose a threat to the
natural (land and maritime) and human ecosystems. The still existent mass tourism in the perspective of local authorities should be replaced by nautical tourism.
The need for planning according to the system of activities is a remnant of the previous socialist system connected with a concept of social planning, i.e., controlled
planning delegated from the top to the bottom level (Luković 2009: 342). For this
purpose, the state also adopted the Nautical Tourism Development Strategy of the
Republic of Croatia (for the period 2009-2019).1 Although the strategy suggests
that several criteria should be valorised and applied when planning the construction of nautical tourism ports, one of the most important is certainly the criterion
of site selection. The areas for planning the construction of nautical tourism ports
should primarily be devastated areas, especially those that have an ongoing restoration program (quarries, abandoned military ports and industrial plants). From
the perspective of cultural heritage protection, special attention should be paid to
the preservation of inherited architectural heritage and protected complexes that
include the areas of related ports (bays), and whose cultural landscapes are fundamental to the competitiveness and quality of the nautical offer.2 But as each coastal small town has its capacity to receive new content, the new investments have
often collided with the current state of space and aspects of heritage. However,
each coastal local municipality has estimated that it should have at least one new
marina in its area or expand the existing one (Picture No.1.). This article explores
the conflict situation in the settlement of Sv. Filip i Jakov in Zadar County, caused
by plans to expand the public port.
On the shores of Pašman Channel, surrounded by the historic town of Zadar and
the royal town of Biograd, there lies the picturesque the small town of Sv. Filip i
Jakov. Today the settlement is a centre of the municipality in the Zadar County. The
total population of the municipality is 4,606 people, living in 8 settlements. The
settlement of Sveti Filip i Jakov has about 1667 inhabitans3. It sits on the location
of former, small Liburni settlement erected three millennia ago and its remains are
still visible nowadays in dry stone walls and tumuli. The Romans built farms and
summer houses in the 1st century for their veterans4. The area became important
because of its location close to the royal Croatian town of Biograd. The Croatian
king Krešimir IV founded the Benedictine monastery of St. John (Samostan Sv.
Ivana) in Biograd in 1059, and bestowed upon them his royal castle Rogovo with
its large estate.
Nautical Tourism Development Strategy of the Republic of Croatia (for the period 2009-2019),
Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and Ministry of Tourism, Zagreb, December 2008.
https://mmpi.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/arhiva/Strategija%20razvoja%20nautickog%20turizma%20
HR%201.pdf, accessed 25 January 2022.
2
Ibid, 2008:22-23.
3
https://www.opcina-svfilipjakov.hr/
4
http://www.sv-filipjakov.hr/en/filip-jakov
1
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In the area of the present settlement of Sv. Filip i Jakov, there used to be a homonymous church destroyed in the Hungarian-Venetian War in the 14th century.
The first residential buildings in Sv. Filip i Jakov were built by the people from
Rogovo at the end of the 15th and the beginning of the 16th century. The first
written record of the settlement, according to archive documents, dates back to
1387 – sub Rogoua ad sanctus Philipum et Jacobum, and 1388 as “Contrada of
Saint James” – positi Rogue iuxtra in contrata sancti lacobi5. At the beginning of
the War of Cyprus (1570 – 1573) the Ottomans gained the narrow surroundings of
Sv. Filip i Jakov, and the settlement was populated by refugees from the devastated
Rogovo. The place was also destroyed during the Cretan War (1645 – 1647). The
economic life of the settlement, which witnessed the end of the Second World War,
was connected with several well-off families: in addition to the Borelli family, the
non-noble families Oštrić, Eškinja, Pelicarić and Kadija also stood out. Among the
wealthier peasants, the Brzić, Karamarko, Majica and Milat families stood out,
while the Barbaroš family traded. After the Second World War, the decisive role
in the economic development of the settlement was played by the establishment
of the agricultural cooperative “Nova Zora” and the flourishing of tourism in the
1960s (Jurić-Vuletić, 2007: 82).
The Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments proclaimed the urban complex of Sv. Filip i Jakov a cultural monument in 1987, when it issued a decision on
preventive protection. The revision of the decision of 2 June 2014 established that the
cultural-historical complex of Sv. Filip i Jakov has the characteristics of cultural property. Among other things, the explanation of the decision stated the following: “The
residential buildings are constructed on the site of the former ones, next to one another,
in such a way that their external facades form a defensive wall (the settlement has a
pattern of a square defensive “refuge”). Today this is best perceived in the view of a
row of houses on the west side of the street “Iza sela” and partly on the northeast side.
On the very edge of the historic centre, there is a castle with preserved Roman mosaic
in the basement and stone tiles on the facade with a coat of arms belonging to noble
families from the 16th century. In the main village street (Kuntrata) there is a monks’
house of the family Barbaroša dating from the 18th century. The waterfront is divided
from the sea by stone piers and other port constructions, which were erected during
the second Austrian government (at the end of the 19th century), as well as some other
port structures that were built by the Borelli family (the Count’s pier). Hence, the old
centre of Sv. Filip i Jakov has entirely preserved the historical matrix as well as the
layout of a systematically built Venetian refuge.”6

Juran, Kristijan-„O staroj župi Sv. Mihovila u Sv. Filipu i Jakovu, 2009. pp.13.
The Decision of the Department for the Protection of Cultural Heritage in Zadar, 15 June 1987
(Class. No.11/87). The Decision of the Ministry of Culture of 2 June 2014 (Class. No.: UP/I-61208/06-06/0204, Reg. No.: 532-04-01-03-02/3-14-2).
5
6
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Theoretical framework and methodology
South-eastern Europe, as an area of ever-lasting cultural transition, has proved
to be an excellent basis and ground for studying the reasons behind the neglect of
heritage, which is still engaged in a life-or-death struggle under the influence of
various development projects.
The interest of anthropologists in the social practices related to cultural heritage
and actions “from below”, led to the formation of a new direction in the vast flow
of cultural heritage research – the so-called critical heritage studies, which take into
account both perspectives: officially sanctioned discourses on heritage and related
policies, institutions and social agendas, on the one hand, and on the other – socio-cultural practices and the way in which heritage is perceived and used locally
(Luleva 2016:3). Anthropologists have also successfully transplanted the method
from the small villages and nomadic camps, where it was developed, to modern
settings such as cities and organisations (Brumann 2012:2).
In research methods the most frequently applied process is the observation that
consists of the systematic, deliberate monitoring of a phenomenon, which is the
reason why the so-called field method is of great significance for the ethnological
methodology (Muraj 1989:53).
This paper is based on the research method of observation, which consists of systematic and targeted monitoring. Furthermore, in this case study where face-to-face
contact is impossible due to the physical distance between the parties, the research
is carried out by using the Internet and social networks (Sade-Beck 2004:7). Online
interaction via the Internet exists mostly as a written medium, operating within a
communications framework that takes place either in “real-time” or as delayed interaction; in either form, however, the Internet transforms the act of writing into “speech”
(Sade-Beck 2004:3). This path is based on the integration of three complementary
qualitative research methodologies of data-gathering: online observations, interviews,
and content analysis of supplementary materials (Sade-Beck 2004:2). So, I opted for
the method of interviewing via Facebook, local media and news portals. Also, I have
used the archives of the Department for the Protection of Cultural Heritage in Zadar.

Nautical Tourism and the consequences on the Adriatic coast and
heritage
Socialism and social “progress” after the Second World War, the phenomenon
of mass tourism, uncontrolled constructions and interpolations of new structures
within historic complexes, the untimely establishment of a legal framework, indolence, financial and post-war crises, are only some of the reasons for the decline of
vernacular. Besides natural influences, human conscious or unconscious activities
have also caused the destruction and degradation of cultural heritage. Conscious
degradations emerged from practical, economic, aesthetic and other reasons, while
91

the causes of unconscious degradation of architectural and artistic heritage often lie
in the poor maintenance of cultural wealth, causing the deterioration of older structures, or their improper use, which can also undermine their authentic values (Marasović 1988:830). The shift from top-down to bottom-up thinking meant that the
new and weak local authorities were now in charge of the planning and the planning
policies (Photo No.2.). A general ‘innate’ discontent with the ‘planning’ stemming
from socialism led to a liberal and eclectic legislation and a low public interest and
participation (Samarüütel, Selving, Holt-Jensen 2010:153).
The preservation of authenticity and integrity of the value collides with the interests of people who live and own property within its borders (Luleva 2016:5). In
this case study we have a situation where a group of residents of the heritage zone
and those from other parts of the town opted for protection because of their own or
public interests. This will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters.
In the new socio-political context, the heritage ceased to be merely a costly, unproductive ‘superstructure’ as one may call it using the Marxist concepts. It became
to a large extent a commercially exploited resource whose final shape is partly the
outcome of social and political factors, but most of all a result of the complex interplay of commercial demand and available supply (Murzyn 2008:327). The very
market forces, in this case the local government, might prove very challenging or
even destructive to the authenticity of the historic core of the old town, which presents the heritage zone. The pressure of tourism (in this case nautical tourism) industry on the value, that showed its negative influences even in the years of socialism, became more intensive and sustainable after the 1990s under the conditions of
a liberalized land market.7
During the last decade, there have been several situations when civic initiatives tried to stop the
project, for example, on the island of Lošinj (Nerezine) and on the Istrian peninsula (Lovran) in
2011. Quote: “Projects for building the nautical marinas in Lovran and Nerezine are examples of
oversized and disputed projects already included in the Spatial Plan of the Primorsko-Goranska
County. Not only will they undermine the tourist potential of these two destinations, but they will
also grossly jeopardize the quality of life of the local population”, said Igor Vio, president of a
newly-founded Lovran branch of the Eko Kvarner association. https://mail.volim-losinj.org/zastita-mora/1624-eko-kvarner-protiv-marina-u-lovranu-i-nerezinama.
The members of the association believe that the site intended for building the marina in Lovran is
the worst possible, located in the vicinity of a residential area with protected secession villas. The
projects include excessive backfilling of the coast and building a massive new pier, which could
lead to a large-scale pollution of the sea environment, along with the destruction of long coastal areas caused by concreting. Such extreme backfilling will involve heavy traffic of hundreds of trucks
through the centre of Lovran on a daily basis, which will ruin the communicative infrastructure
and also pose a threat to buildings in the historical city centre. Finally, the construction of a marina
will cause the disappearance of existing bathing areas, which will have a direct impact on the community as all tourism activities are expected to yield less income“, said Vio, who explained that the
benefits from constructing a marina will be modest for the local community, since marinas employ
a relatively small number of people. Accessed on 4 February 2022. https://mail.volim-losinj.org/
zastita-mora/1624-eko-kvarner-protiv-marina-u-lovranu-i-nerezinama .
Another problem with the nautical marina occurred on the island Drvenik in Split County. From
7
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The Case
It all started in the early 2015 when the Municipality of Sv. Filip i Jakov began the
process of adopting an urban development plan8 to expand the port area and build new
piers as well as to use part of the coast for commercial purposes. The construction of a
marina with 200 new commercial berths for sailboats and yachts would complete the
tourist offer of the place (Photo No.3).9 The Civic initiative „Za Rivu began to collect
signatures to stop the plan. All local portals and local news outlets began to report
about the case until the end of 2016. This article examines the relationship between
the parties interested in the development of nautical tourism in St. Filip and Jakov,
their arguments and visions on it, and on the state of the art in the cultural heritage
preservation and its perspective in the near future.
While inspecting the plan on the premises of the local self-government, some locals opposed the proposal of the plan with their remarks. A group of locals founded
a Facebook group in June 2015 – the Civic Initiative “For the Riva” which gained a
total of 242 followers (out of 1660 inhabitants), which is about 20% of the locals.10
The group opposed the announcements that were supposed to arouse the interest of
the local population during the adoption of the disputed Urban Plan.11 The main goal
of the Initiative was to stop the project. The local government regarded this plan as a
progressive idea, but for the local community, it represented a decline of the cultural
and historical centre and usurpation of the public good:
„According to the disputed amendments of the Urban Development Plan (UDP), a
significant part of the port consists of berths allotted to tourist ships in transit, which
will be subject to a concession and, in fact, are an equivalent to the marina. It is a
strategy intended to bypass the Spatial plan of the County, which does not include the
construction of a marina in Sv. Filip i Jakov, and presents a discrimination in favour
of a private investor under the pretext of public interest (increase in the number of
communal berths). As stated by the UDP, the port is planned as an extension of the
existing beach and it will stretch along the protected historic centre of Sv. Filip i Jakov. This will restrict the direct access to the extant seafront, where a parking lot of a
future port is planned to be built. A 350 m long pier will entirely disable natural sea
27 September 2021 to 5 December 2021 the civic initiative Zirona.org raised a petition for the
amendment of the spatial plan of the City of Trogir, organized in collaboration with the council of a
Drvenik Veli local committee. 329 signatures of support were collected, 155 of which were signed
personally, and 237 were collected online. Accessed on 4 February 2022. https://dalmatinskiportal.
hr/vijesti/ishod-peticije-protiv-marine-s-250-vezova-392-stanovnika-drvenika-velog/117876
8
Official Gazette of the Municipality of Sveti Filip i Jakov” no. 05/2015., 14-22. https://www.
opcina-svfilipjakov.hr/sluzbeni-glasnik?year=2015 , accessed on 28 October 2021.
9
Zadarski list, accessed on 10 September 2015 ( https://zadarski.slobodnadalmacija.hr/zadar/
regional/gradanska-inicijativa-za-rivu-pozivamo-gradane-na-prikupljanje-potpisa-za-raspisivanje-lokalnog-referenduma-439203 .)
10
The Facebook group was established on 25 July 2015.
11
https://www.facebook.com/Gra%C4%91anska-Inicijativa-ZA-RIVU-1620059411571969
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circulation, while the only discharge outlets are to be built towards the abovementioned beach, which will undisputedly and significantly worsen sea quality in the oldest (and main) bathing area in Sv. Filip i Jakov. The planned port will block the view
from the seafront to the islands and will entirely alter the current panorama of the
place. Constructing this large-scale project threatens to ravage the historic nucleus of
Sv. Filip i Jakov that is under the protection of the Conservation Department within
the Ministry of Culture, which is why the beforementioned Ministry filed a number of
complaints in the process of drawing up the UDP, which were disregarded.”.12
At the beginning of the procedure of drawing up the Urban Development Plan,
the Ministry of Culture, the Conservation Department in Zadar, made mostly negative comments on the Plan:
“It should be emphasized that the coastline presents a place of contact between
a town and the sea, and as such is of strategic importance for preserving the
image of a town. Thus, we strongly believe that this kind of spatial intervention
which includes the extension of historic piers, as well as the construction of
a new thoroughfare on one of them is unacceptable from the aspect of services for the protection of cultural heritage. In delivered Final proposal I. of the
Amendments of the Urban Development Plan for the coastline in the town of Sv.
Filip i Jakov, the observations made by this Conservation Department were only
partially adopted. One of the complaints of the disputed Plan was related to the
planned intervention to extend the historic pier with an inappropriate annex”.13
The Organizing Committee was established to collect the signatures of voters
entered in the register of voters in the Municipality of Sveti Filip i Jakov, and call
for a local referendum on the need to decide on the construction of a part of the
coastal zone – ports open to public transport in Sveti Filip i Jakov.14 (Photo No.4.).
At the meeting of the Organizing Committee, a decision was made to call for a local
referendum with the following question: “Are you in favour of building a part of the
coastal zone – a port open to public traffic of local importance in the settlements of
Sveti Filip i Jakov, as provided in the Decision on the adoption of I. Amendments to
the urban plan for the coastal zone in the settlements of Sveti Filip i Jakov, adopted
by the Municipal Council of the Municipality of Sveti Filip i Jakov, class: 350-02 /
14-02 / 06, registration number: 2198 / 19-02-15-36, dated 8 June 2015 (“Official
Gazette of the Municipality of Sveti Filip i Jakov” no. 05/2015.)? ”15
https://www.057info.hr/vijesti/2015-09-07/gradanska-inicijativa-za-rivu-protivi-se-izgradnji-luke-u-centru-mjesta
13
A decree of the Conservation Department Zadar No. 612-08/14-10/0468, 29 September 2015.
14
Civic activism in Sv. Filip i Jakov presents a typical unconventional form of activism that includes
participating in demonstrations, boycotts, seizing buildings, blocking the traffic or petitions (Renata
FRANC, Vlado ŠAKIĆ, Jelena MARIČIĆ-GRAĐANSKI AKTIVIZAM U HRVATSKOJ, 2007:112).
15
https://zadarski.slobodnadalmacija.hr/zadar/regional/gradanska-inicijativa-za-rivu-pozivamo-gradane-na-prikupljanje-potpisa-za-raspisivanje-lokalnog-referenduma-439203
12
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The civic initiative lost the case, but…
The “Za riva” initiative collected 929 signatures, which is 22, 21% of the total
4183 voters in the municipality of Sv. Filip i Jakov, or 2, 21% signatures more than
needed for calling a referendum. The signature verification specified that there were
861 valid signatures or 20, 56%, which is again sufficient for a referendum. According to a letter of facts by the Ministry of Public Administration, the initiative managed to collect a sufficient number of valid signatures from the locals, but it turned
out that the referendum question was incorrectly formulated, which is the reason
why the referendum most likely will not be organized!
More specifically, in order to assess the validity of the referendum question and
whether it was formulated in accordance with the law, the Ministry of Public Administration sought the opinion of several Ministries.
The Ministry of Construction and Physical Planning responded that it is not clear
whether this is an advisory referendum or a referendum whose decision is mandatory for the Municipal council, “so in case of calling and holding a referendum, the
legal scope would remain unknown, i.e., it would be unclear whether the decision is
advisory or mandatory, which is not in accordance with the Act on Local and Regional Self-Government.” In addition, it was established that, according to the Physical
Planning Act and the Building Act, it is not possible to call a referendum against the
decisions on adopting and implementing spatial plans, which comes within the competence of the Municipal council. “Holding the referendum concerned would be ineffective, and the decision adopted would not have any legal effect”, it was concluded.16
During the discussion in the process of adopting the urban plan, a real small
“war” took place on the social networks between the opponents of the construction
of the marina and the Municipality.
Here are some of the announcements and comments in the group “For the Riva”
and “Kontov mulac”, which illustrate the concern of citizens about public space:
“We are people who want to protect the settlement from devastation, for the future generations
(G.B. female, 60 years old )
“It is not clear to me that the inhabitants really think that they will benefit from this new project, and
they live mainly from renting rooms and apartments. Who will profit from the new port and cranes. It
can only be a handful of people. Wake up before it’s too late! I have been working in a travel agency
for 40 years and believe me, I know what tourists want and our prices” (K.R., female).

In general, in their key posts, the leadership of the civic initiative mentioned less
the threat to cultural heritage, while individuals on Facebook expressed concern
about the potential destruction of the public space, or the possible usurpation of the
public coastal areas.
https://zadarski.slobodnadalmacija.hr/zadar/regional/propala-inicijativa-za-rivu-ministarstvo-pitanje-na-referendumu-protiv-izgradnje-luke-u-sv-filipu-i-jakovu-nije-ispravno-441262
16
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“Vodice (a settlement in Šibenik County) regret about the marina in its centre, so let’s learn
from other people’s mistakes. Anyway, Biograd has its fingers in all this because Biograd has
to get rid of the swimmers’ fishing boats and they have restored their breakwater, so let’s guess
where all these swimmers will move!?! This immediately pulls in both the delivery and delivery
of fish and trucks for transhipment on the waterfront” (Z.B. female, 43 y.o.).

Some also took the opportunity to criticize the work of the municipal government
in general:
“Due to the lack of vision for the development of Sv. Filip i Jakov, as well as the entire municipality, we got a weird idea of a marina that does not satisfy anyone and which would look like a
fist in the eye of the entire sea channel. For several years we have been trying to equip a decent
market of a few hundred square meters, but that is not working either. Residents of the hinterland have been “getting” water several times already. (Let someone tickle me to laugh). There
is no social aspect of the type of more favourable sale of construction land for the inhabitants
of the place, which would ensure that new young families will stay in their place. Ensuring
the energy independence through a solar power plant is out of the question. The cooperation
between the municipality and the association “Napredak” is visible but insufficient. To build
a facility in this way that would be in operation for 70-80 days is the failure of the century.
Tourism development must have its own infrastructure coverage and above all it must satisfy at
least 75% of the population” (E.S. male, 50 y, o.).

And even when it seemed that the wish of the local authorities would remain
unfulfilled, the marina in Sv. Filip i Jakov could still get an investor. One year after
the second tender ended without a serious bidder, the Zadar County Port Authority
initiated the third public bidding procedure for a concession for the construction
of a new and reconstruction of the existing port infrastructure in Sv. Filip i Jakov.
“We received a letter of intent and in agreement with the local government unit
which wants to realize this project, we decided to try to find a concessionaire once
again”, said for 057.info the director of the Zadar County Port Authority, Davor
Skibola.17
Whoever is behind the letter of intent, if it proves to be as serious as it seems, will
be known to the public upon the completion of the public call that has been open for
a month. There is an assumption that the investor is a private company that wants a
concession.18Meanwhile, the current result of the long-lasting dispute is the “victory” of the local municipality which still failed to obtain a building permit, and the
construction work has not yet begun.19
https://pomorac.hr/2019/09/11/tko-ce-graditi-marinu-u-sv-filipu-i-jakovu-objavljen-natjecaj-za-koncesiju/
18
https://morski.hr/2022/06/03/projekt-marine-u-sv-filipu-i-jakovu-ozivjelo-novo-pismo-namjere/
19
An e-mail from the local government of Sv. Filip i Jakov from 25 February 2022, says: „We
submitted the Request for issuing the building permits in April 2019; however, the permits have
not yet been obtained. Since we have decided to end this process, and the Request was submitted
17
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Conclusion
This paper discusses the general problem of the conflicting coexistence of heritage and tourism industry and the pressure of the nautical tourism industry that
showed its negative influence on the environment. It focuses on the conflict between
the local community as beneficiaries (heirs) of the cultural heritage and the local
government, which plans to develop an investment project of building of a new port
in the centre of the settlement Sv. Filip i Jakov.
From the perspective of the cultural heritage safeguarding, the conflicts between the anthropogenic activity and the environment are exacerbating in the
Mediterranean coastal zones, implying an urgent need to control urban sprawl in
such fragile environments. Thus, it requires restrictions on building in coastline
areas seeking to upgrade environmental quality and control spatial deployment of
mass tourism.
The public meetings, at which the terms of balancing between the interests of
residents in the old town and the regime of protection of the cultural heritage were
negotiated, have contributed to raising civil awareness among the residents and
have increased their pressure on the municipal authorities to clarify the rule (Luleva
2015:30). In this specific case, citizens often mentioned the protection of cultural
heritage. This should be taken with a grain of salt, since citizens are usually prone to
oppose the establishment of space protection regimes when it comes to their private
interests.
Buffer zones by the seaside and in the sea may dictate a minimum distance
from the shoreline for infrastructure facilities in the maritime zone, or may state
a minimum elevation. More transparency and an efficient planning policy require
changes in traditional approaches. Local authorities need to apply cross-sector and
integrated approaches and to practise more extensive involvement of societal and
business actors.
Building new ports at the seaside which are considered valuable resources is a
common problem. It stems from the very nature of the current mass nautical tourism and leads to a contradiction with the authenticity and safeguarding of the local
nature, architecture etc.
There is also a concern among the part of the local population that the public
street to the coast line and the path to the maritime line will become part of the
investors’ private property. The general attitudes of the locals and of those who
support the construction investment as a progress for the town can be established
by carrying out additional research that will hopefully be based on this paper.

prior to amendments of the Building act (according to which the investors can request the main
design approval directly from the bodies governed by public law), I would like to know whether it
is possible to submit this Request to your Department now?“
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Picture 1, Tribunj in Šibenik-Knin County before and after building the nautical marine
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/2450185881725376/media)20

Picture 2, View of the Sv. Filip i Jakov heritage zone with the harbour
and the new Urban Development

Picture 3, The new Urban Development Plan of the nautical marine
20

Facebook group „Tribunj u srcu“, accessed on 2 February 2022.
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Picture 4, The Organizing Committee collecting signatures and the Facebook Profile
of the group „Za Rivu“ (https://www.zadarskilist.hr/clanci/10102015/bit-ce-referenduma-oko-gradnje-luke-u-sredistu-sv-filipa-i-jakova
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